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The DEAR projet is one of the rst experiments at the new DANE
-fatory at the Laboratori Nazionali di Frasati dell'INFN. The objetive
of DEAR is a preise determination of the isospin-dependent kaonnuleon
sattering lengths, through a 1% measurement of the K

line shift in kaoni
hydrogen and the rst observation of the line shift in kaoni deuterium.
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1. DEAR sienti program
The DEAR (DANEExotiAtomResearh) experiment is based on the
determination of the energy of X-rays emitted in the ground state asade
transitions of kaoni atoms [1℄.
A kaoni atom is formed when a negative kaon enters a target, loses its
kineti energy through ionization and exitation of the atoms and moleules
of the medium and eventually is aptured, replaing the eletron, in an
exited orbit. Via dierent asade proesses (Auger eet, Coulomb de-
exitation, sattering) the kaoni atom deexites to lower states.
When a kaon reahes a low-n state with small angular momentum, strong
interation with the nuleus auses its absorption. This strong interation
is the reason for a shift in the energies of the low-lying levels from purely
eletromagneti values, and the nite lifetime of the state orresponds to an
inrease in the observed level width. This view is skethed in gure 1.
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Fig. 1. Shemati view of the level sheme of kaoni hydrogen indiating the K

,
K

and K

transitions, and the level shifts and widths, whih are only relevant for
states n  2.
For the DEAR experiment the kaoni hydrogen K

transition is of main
experimental interest as it an be learly separated from the higher K tran-
sitions.
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The shift " and the width   of the 1s state of kaoni hydrogen are
related in a fairly model-independent way to the real and imaginary part of
the omplex s-wave sattering length, a
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where  is the ne struture onstant and  the redued mass of the system.
This expression is known as the DeserTrueman formula [2℄. A similar rela-
tion applies to the ase of kaoni deuterium and the orresponding sattering
length, a
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These simple relations are known to hold quite aurately for these
atoms [3℄, their orretion being smaller than 1%.
The observable sattering lengths are related to the isospin sattering
lengths a
0
and a
1
in the following way
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In the ase of deuterium, the rst term represents the lowest-order impulse
approximation in whih the kaon satters from eah free nuleon. The
seond term, C, ontains all higher-order ontributions, inluding three-
body eets. In fat this seond term turns out to be even larger than the
rst term. Thus the extration of the two isospin sattering lengths requires
a sophistiated analysis.
An aurate determination of the K
 
N isospin sattering lengths will
plae strong onstraints on low energy K
 
N dynamis, whih in turn on-
strains the SU(3) desription of hiral symmetry breaking [4℄. Cruial in-
formation about the nature of hiral symmetry breaking, and to what ex-
tent hiral symmetry must be broken, is provided by the alulation of the
mesonnuleon sigma terms.
A mesonnuleon sigma term is dened [5℄ as the nuleon expetation
value of the equal-time (sigma) double ommutator of the hiral symme-
try breaking part of the strong-interation Hamiltonian. The sigma term
is therefore a quantity whih diretly gives the degree of hiral symmetry
breaking. Consequently, its relation to the sattering amplitude represents
(taking all the kinematial variables for this proess going to zero) the or-
responding low-energy theorem in the soft meson limit [5℄.
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A phenomenologial proedure, whih implies dispersion relations and
suitable extrapolations, allows one to extrat the sigma term from measured
ross setions [5℄. However, only estimates of theKN sigma terms (there are
two, in orrespondene with the two isospin states of the KN system) exist
so far, due to poor K

N sattering data at low energies and to unertainties
in the phenomenologial proedure.
The sigma terms are also important inputs for the determination of the
strangeness ontent of the proton. The strangeness fration depends on
both kaonnuleon and pion-nuleon sigma terms, but is more sensitive to
the kaonnuleon sigma terms [6℄.
2. The experimental status
The sienti program of DEAR will be developed in two stages: with
a NTP target (nitrogen) and with a ryogeni target (hydrogen and deu-
terium).
The NTP target onsists of a pure nitrogen volume at room temperature
at 1 bar pressure. This setup, whih is presently installed in the DEAR
interation region on DANE, was used to study the bakground situation
there. CCDs (Charge-Coupled Devies) [7, 8℄ are used for the detetion
of X-rays in the energy range between 1 keV and 20 keV and are able to
separate these events from harged-partile hits. In a rst stage the sys-
temati bakground investigations inluded three dierent beam situations
without ollisions, where the eets of partile losses from the beams are well
known (mainly Toushek eet and beam-gas interation): only eletrons or
only positrons irulating, and both beams simultaneously irulating but
vertially separated in the DEAR interation point (IP) [911℄. These mea-
surements are well suitable to test Monte Carlo preditions for the DEAR
setup [12, 13℄. All these measurements showed good agreement with the re-
sults of the DEAR Monte Carlo simulations [9℄ for dierent beam intensities
and lifetimes.
In Deember 1999 the rst ollisions were ahieved in the DEAR IP
and the harged kaons from -deay were unambiguously observed with
the DEAR kaon monitor. This kaon monitor onsists of two sintillation
ounters plaed on opposite sides of the beam pipe at the DEAR IP [14℄.
-partiles deaying into K
+
K
 
pairs are expeted to give a oinident
signal in both sintillators. With this detetor the rst kaons ever were
observed in the DEAR interation region [14℄. Figure 2 shows the obtained
time spetrum. The start of the TDC was given by the oinidene signal of
the kaon monitor, the stop by the bunh rossing signal. The time sequene
was inverted to redue the dead-time of the detetor, whih would be aused
by the muh higher rate of bunh rossings than oinidene ounts. Two
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peaks an be learly separated, the bakground peak (e.g. Bhabha-sattered
beam partiles) and the peak of the harged kaons. The kaons take about
1.3 ns longer to reah the detetor due to their large mass. Without ollisions
in the DEAR IP, of ourse, the kaon peak vanishes and only the bakground
peak is present.
Fig. 2. TDC spetrum of the DEAR kaon monitor showing the rst kaons ever
observed in the DEAR IP. Filled irles orrespond to data taken with olliding
beams. The bakground peak and the kaon peak are separated by 1.3 ns due to
the longer time-of-ight of the kaons. Without ollisions (open irles) the kaon
peak vanishes.
Figure 3 shows the X-ray energy spetrum measured with the CCD de-
tetors in the 2 days of ollisions. An overall integrated luminosity of ap-
proximately 60 nb
 1
was olleted during this period [15℄. The uoresene
X-ray peaks of aluminum (detetor and target housing), silion (CCD hips)
and zironium (kaon entrane window), introdued in order to provide a al-
ibration line at the high-energy side of the spetrum, are visible. The dotted
lines indiate the expeted positions of the kaoni nitrogen X-rays [16℄. No
orresponding peaks ould yet be identied. Following the Monte Carlo sim-
ulation only6 ounts were expeted for the 6-5 transition at the given beam
onditions and integrated luminosity, for the other transitions the expeted
ount rate was equal or less [12, 13℄.
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Fig. 3. X-ray energy spetrum obtained with the CCD detetors, olliding beams
and a target lled with nitrogen. The uoresene X-ray lines of the setup materials
are visible. The dotted lines indiate the expeted positions of the given kaoni
nitrogen transitions and their energies. No kaoni nitrogen peak is observable. The
peak at the low-energy side of the spetrum is already part of the noise peak of the
CCD-detetor.
No disturbing X-ray peaks are visible around 6 keV. This shows the
purity of the used target and detetor materials, espeially the purity of the
used aluminum, beause in ommon aluminum alloys impurities of iron and
manganese are present whih would reate disturbing uoresene peaks at
5.9 keV and 6.4 keV.
The bakground in the DEAR interation region was investigated also
for the ase of olliding beams by analyses of the number of lusters ounted
in the CCD detetors. After normalizing the reorded bakground to beam
urrents and lifetimes [9℄ no signiant dierene was found for olliding and
non-olliding beams; for the latter the beam bunhes were irulating on a
entral orbit, but separated in time.
No dierene in the bakground rates was found if the beam urrent was
split into 23 or 40 bunhes [15℄.
The ratio between X-rays in the region of interest around 6 keV and
lusters was found to be onstant at 810
 4
for all investigated beam
onditions. This reets the fat that bakground X-rays originate from
the same soure as luster events [9, 15, 17℄. Counting lusters therefore
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allows a preise bakground measurement within a short time and with high
statistis.
Additionally to the shielding of the detetors and the target ell two
lead walls were plaed on both sides of the interation region, outside the
quadrupole magnets. Their shielding fator was measured to be 2.4 [15,17℄ in
agreement with the Monte Carlo simulation. Any shielding whih redues
the bakground is of paramount importane for the measurement of the
kaoni X-ray lines.
The agreement between simulation and measurement onrms our un-
derstanding of the experimental setup in the environment of the DEAR
interation region and strengthens our ondene that the DEAR ongu-
ration an indeed reah the planned hallenging level of preision.
3. Summary
The rst ollisions were ahieved in the DEAR IP and the rst kaons
were unambiguously observed by the DEAR kaon monitor. Extensive sys-
temati bakground studies were performed for non-olliding beams where
the partile losses from the beams are well understood. The bakground
situation in the DEAR interation region is reprodued well by the DEAR
Monte Carlo simulation. It was suessfully demonstrated that in the ase
of ollisions X-rays an be extrated out of the large bakground without
problems by the CCD detetors.
The DEAR experiment ombines newly available tehniques to initi-
ate a renaissane in the investigation of the badly understood low-energy
kaonnuleon interation. It should stimulate theorists to perform the many
needed, but still undone alulations. DEAR is regarded to have the poten-
tial for a breakthrough in the low-energy kaonnuleon phenomenology and
should give a preision test for theories of hiral symmetry breaking.
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